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Dance-Pop: fun sweet babydoll tune 1 MP3 Songs POP: Today's Top 40, POP: Bubblegum Pop Details:

NANCY RANCOURT Canadian Lesbian Recording Artist - Nancy Rancourt, is well known for her In Your

Face  On Your Plate 'Cross-Genre-Style', often delighting her fans with her saucy dance tracks.

Rancourts NEW single RELY ON SIMPLE will be on the popular TV Series 'THE L WORD' in their

upcoming season. 'RELY ON SIMPLE' has also been released to RADIO across Canada and the US.

The song describes the perspective of keeping things simple, fun, and exciting, in the dating world. '

Nancy Rancourt (also known as 'Nann' by her fans) was featured in CURVE MAGAZINE in 'Hollywood's

Must See 13', and was thilled to be featured in a magazine that often profles leading women such as

Melissa Etheridge, Sharon Stone, and Elen DeGeneres. Nann was also featured in LOVEGIRLS

MAGAZINE, interviewed about her song and THE L WORD, cotton candy body spray, and her upcoming

music. Nann has had the honour and pleasure of sharing the spotlight/stage with many wonderful

recording artists such as Jeff Healey, Jeff Martin (The Tea Party), Carole Pope, Debby Holiday, Ashley

McIssac, Joan Jett, and more. Equally notable is her 2006 released SKIN  BONE CD which continues to

gain momentum around the Globe. This five foot firecracker (Nann) continues to make her mark in the

music world, and when asked about what inspires her bold approachi about the topics she writes about,

she often quotes "I'd rather expect understanding, than ask permission'. Spoken like a true warrior

princess! Nann Fans (who call themselves 'NAN-A-LOS', are fun, brilliant, and warm people who share a

common interest in the experiences of life, love, and mystery. Nancy Rancourt's 2006 'SKIN  BONE' CD

is also available here at CD Baby!
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